Official Scoring Summary — Quartet Semi-Finals
BHS 2019 International Convention
Salt Lake City, Utah; July 4, 2019

11. Clutch
SWD (1)
Charlie Lotspeich, Scott Hale, Steven Keener, Marcus Kang

Total: 5150 Points
Semi-Finals: 2574 Points
Crying My Heart Out For You [Kevfin Keller]
Prince Ali (from Aladdin) [Steve Tramack]
Quarter-Finals: 2556 Points
It's Today (from Mame) [Bryan Ziegler]
The Thrill From Sauce [Aaron Dale]

PUN (1)

MT: 85.7 86.1 85.8 85.8
CA: 85.4 86.2 85.8 85.8

12. Artistic License
JUL (1)
Julian Kuenadi, Rich Brunner, Gabe Caretto, Jason Dyen

Total: 5142 Points
Semi-Finals: 2576 Points
My One And Only Love [Clay Hine]
I'm Putting All My Eggs In One Basket [Aaron Dale]
Quarter-Finals: 2563 Points
Never Never Land (from Peter Pan) [Steve Tramack]
Almost There (from The Princess and The Frog) [Jason Dyen]

PUN (1)

MT: 85.8 85.8 85.8 85.8
CA: 86.5 85.6 86.0 86.1

13. Studio 4
MAD (1)
Eddie Mejia, Richard Gray, Jr, Jeff Gray, Dan VanWetering

Total: 5125 Points
Semi-Finals: 2574 Points
Let's Live It Up [Aaron Dale]
I Don’t Want To Miss A Thing (from Armageddon) [Dan Wesler]
Quarter-Finals: 2551 Points
Rock The Town [Aaron Dale]
Hard To Say I'm Sorry (from Summer Lovers) [David Mastrull]

PUN (1)

MT: 85.8 85.4 85.1 85.4
CA: 85.7 85.7 86.0 85.8

14. Gimmie Four
MAD (1)
Paul Frankel, Dave Ammirato, Jere Servidio, Jr., Will Downey

Total: 5107 Points
Semi-Finals: 2575 Points
Five Minutes More [Patrick McAlexander]
Such A Night [Aaron Dale]
Quarter-Finals: 2532 Points
Rhythm In Our Business [Paradise] [Patrick McAlexander]
Cain Dance With Me [Patrick McAlexander]

PUN (1)

MT: 85.0 85.4 85.0 85.1
CA: 85.5 86.0 85.6 85.8

15. Trocadero
JAD (1)
David Holst, Jakob Berggren, Sam Andrein, Filip Sibien

Total: 5082 Points
Semi-Finals: 2534 Points
Words Fail (from Dear Evan Hansen) [Rasmus Krigström]
Devil May Care [Rasmus Krigström]
Quarter-Finals: 2488 Points
When She Loved Me (from Toy Story 2) [Rasmus Krigström]
Have You Met Miss Jones [Rasmus Krigström]

PUN (1)

MT: 83.2 84.1 84.7 84.9
CA: 82.6 83.8 84.7 84.5

16. Rawsundah
JAD (1)
Pontus Ljung, Gustaf Tillman, Rasmus Krigström, Jonas Tomqvist

Total: 5042 Points
Semi-Finals: 2528 Points
The Birth Of The Blues [David Wright]
So In Love [David Wright]
Quarter-Finals: 2484 Points
Small World [We Can't Stop The World] [David Harrington]

PUN (1)

MT: 83.6 83.6 84.0 84.0
CA: 84.2 84.7 84.7 84.9

17. Yonge Guns
ONT (1)
Chris Tanaka-Mack, Greg Mallett, Jlsah Lazar, Reuven Grajner

Total: 5039 Points
Semi-Finals: 2538 Points
When I Look At You (from The Scarlet Pimpernel) [Rob Hopk.
59 Shades Of Brown [Greg Mallett]
Quarter-Finals: 2481 Points
Secondhand White Guy [Theo Hicks]
My Ladies To Dance [Bob Downia]

PUN (1)

MT: 83.8 85.2 83.0 84.0
CA: 84.4 86.7 84.7 85.3

18. Frontliner
PJP (1)
Chris Cande, Aaron Pollard, Brandon Smith, Cody Harrell

Total: 5032 Points
Semi-Finals: 2520 Points
Evensmore [Theo Hicks]
Time Warp (from The Rocky Horror Show) [Meldys Hine]
Quarter-Finals: 2312 Points
I Can’t Give You Anything But Love, Baby [Clay Hine]
I Thought She Knew [Theo Hicks]

PUN (1)

MT: 83.6 84.6 83.5 83.9
CA: 83.5 84.9 83.6 84.0

19. Momma’s Boys
OG (1)
Steve Kelly, Ian Kelly, Sean Kelly, Michael Kelly

Total: 5034 Points
Semi-Finals: 2510 Points
She Used To Be Mine From [Waitress] [Theo Hicks]
Hand In Hand [Matt Astle]
Quarter-Finals: 2516 Points
Like I’m Gonna Lose You [Matt Astle]
Audition (from La La Land) [Matt Astle]

PUN (1)

MT: 83.6 84.2 83.4 83.7
CA: 83.6 83.3 83.8 83.6

20. Maelstrom
RMD (1)
Kevin Meyer, Seth Fetzer, Wes Short, Tyler Wigginton

Total: 4995 Points
Semi-Finals: 2516 Points
What A Difference A Day Makes [Adam Reinmert]
When I Look At You (from The Scarlet Pimpernel) [Rob Hopk.
Quarter-Finals: 2479 Points
If I Were A Bell (from Guys And Dolls) [Aaron Dale]
My Passion Heartfall In Love I Can’t Love You Easily [Adam Reinmert]

PUN (1)

MT: 83.8 89.3 84.7 83.3
CA: 83.8 83.3 84.8 83.9

Groups not advancing are ranked above in accordance with Article VII of the BHS Contest Rules.

Awards

1. International Quartet Championship:
   (Result determined in Finals)
   CA: Chris Buechler MAD, George Joslyn DX, Woody Woods RMD
   MUS: Steve Armstrong ONT, Jere Geruff MAD, Jay Dougherty [AD], Kevin Keller CSD, Paul Wigley LOL
   PER: Steve Guilla NSC, Dave Fabert DX, Mark Kettrin DX, Ritchie Laven MAD, Marty Low EVG
   SNG: Jay Butterfield MAD, Anthony Colosimo MAD, Richard Lewellen MAD, Chris Richards RMD, Mark Stock NSC

2. International Dealer’s Choice Award:
   (Result determined in Finals)

Draw
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